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Strengths and weaknesses in a human rights-based approach to international development – an analysis of a rights-based approach to development assistance based on practical experiences

Morten Broberg and Hans-Otto Sano

Faculty of Law, University of Copenhagen, København, Denmark; Danish Institute for Human Rights, University of Copenhagen, København, Denmark

ABSTRACT

The human rights-based approach to development cooperation has found recent support from both development cooperation actors and non-governmental organisations active in developing countries. We set out to define this approach, how it is applied, and to identify its central agents and principal components. Through examples we show how the approach works in practice, and we identify and discuss three human rights principles that play particularly important roles in its implementation: (i) participation and inclusion, (ii) non-discrimination and equality, and (iii) accountability. We show that in terms of implementation, the approach is related to the processes of empowerment, forms of advocacy, and the use of legal instruments in defence of groups of people who are poor, discriminated against or marginalised. We conclude that a human rights-based approach provides new avenues for providing help to vulnerable groups, but at the same time a poverty-oriented approach must continue to play an important role.

1. Introduction

Traditionally, law has played only a minor role in the field of international development assistance to developing countries. However, over the last decade, in particular, the question of applying a so-called ‘human rights-based approach’ – or HRBA as it is often abbreviated – has frequently arisen within the development cooperation context. Thus, international law in general and human rights law in particular have come to play increasingly important roles in this field. Since many professions are engaged in the development field the notion of a human rights-based approach has been formed in a cross-disciplinary setting. Nevertheless, as we shall show in this article, a human rights-based approach to development entails the promotion of legal rights and legal capacity building within the context of (international) development activities. In other words, with the introduction
of a human rights-based approach to development, law has come to play a more prominent role in this area.

Below we set out to examine the meaning and workings of a human rights-based approach to development – and to identify strengths and weaknesses inherent in such an approach. In this respect, we first of all focus upon the application of a human rights-based approach to international development cooperation, that is, the application of a human rights-based approach in connection with the provision of international development assistance. However, it is important to stress that to a certain extent the application of a human rights-based approach has (equally) been adopted by domestic actors active in the field of development in the developing countries – meaning that a human rights-based approach to development may also apply to situations where no external (that is, ‘international’) development cooperation actor is involved. This aspect we illustrate in section 3 below.

For the purposes of the present article, a human rights-based approach to development is a way (or a ‘method’) of implementing human rights in a development context. In practice, the application of a human rights-based approach to development involves governments (government agencies), intergovernmental organisations and international as well as local non-governmental organisations (NGOs). It would seem only natural that also national human rights institutions were deeply involved in promoting a human rights-based approach, but our own experience so far indicates that they are less involved in this than are national NGOs.¹

Before embarking on our examination, it is important to make two caveats.

First, the variety of actors necessarily means that there are differences in the actual application, depending on the actor concerned. For example, whereas some NGOs may place considerable emphasis upon the advocacy elements, governments (first of all aid agencies of donor countries) are not likely to employ this element whilst intergovernmental actors like the United Nations (UN) will only do so in subtle ways such as indirectly by supporting local NGOs. Similarly, the emphasis that is placed on the inclusion of vulnerable groups will differ according to the actual target groups, and there may be considerable variations as to how prominent a role the application of legal instruments may play. There may equally be considerable variations with regard to how explicitly human rights standards are addressed. In other words, there is no single human rights-based approach, but rather a number of variations thereof exist. Still, despite these variations between the different approaches they all place particular emphasis on human rights implementation through human rights principles of non-discrimination and participation.² The fact that there is not merely ‘one approach’, but rather that there are more variations, is important to keep in mind in what follows. Indeed, in principle it would make good sense to refer to human rights-based approaches in the plural rather than to a human rights-based approach in the singular as is traditionally done – and as we have chosen to do in this article since it makes the text easier to read.

Second, it is important to emphasise the importance of contextual factors that influence the way in which a human rights-based approach is implemented. The nature of political regimes as well as of cultural and institutional factors may significantly influence the implementation of a human rights-based approach. Similarly, the specific application of the human rights-based approach will depend on the different stakeholders: rights-holders, duty-bearers, and supporting actors (NGOs and/or donors).
In what follows, we first set out to consider the background, the key components and the central characteristics of a ‘human rights-based approach to development’ (section 2). Next we examine the actual implementation of the human rights-based approach to development – and identify the central agents, the important components and provide illustrative examples (section 3). In the following section we compare a human rights-based approach to development with the more traditional approach to development cooperation of Western donors and we identify the pros and the cons of the former (section 4). Finally, we conclude on the extent to which a human rights-based approach to development is merely ‘window dressing’, or whether it implies a truly new approach to development cooperation. We also point out important lessons that can be learned from the existing experiences with the human rights-based approach. And we consider whether a human rights-based approach can completely replace the traditional, poverty-oriented approach to development cooperation (section 5).

2. What is a ‘human rights-based approach to development’?

After the horrors of World War II human rights gained prominence at a global level as an instrument of transformation and justice. Parallel to the growing importance of human rights, the processes of decolonisation unfolded. And particularly in Asia and Africa, development assistance became an important aspect of north–south relations. Even though human rights and development assistance each came to play a prominent role in the post-war years, in the early decades after World War II the two were only occasionally linked in operational development work.

That human rights were only occasionally linked to development assistance was to a considerable extent due to the Cold War; development assistance was an important tool for non-developing countries’ building of alliances with developing countries – sometimes at the cost of using the assistance as a tool for promoting human rights. However, in 1986 the UN General Assembly adopted the Declaration on the Right to Development, and this declaration was reaffirmed by the World Conference on Human Rights in Vienna in 1993, that is, immediately after the end of the Cold War.\(^3\) Democracy, human rights and sustainable development were thus expressly linked.\(^4\) The linking together of these broad concepts has since been taken up by UN bodies such as UNDP and UNICEF.\(^5\)

Increasingly, different actors within the field of development cooperation would apply a human rights-based approach to development. However, it soon turned out that different actors applied rather diverging – sometimes even inconsistent – definitions of the notion of a human rights-based approach. Indeed, even different UN bodies would apply diverging approaches. This necessarily caused problems and in order to address these, in 2003, several UN bodies convened a workshop on the matter which in turn led to the production of a statement entitled The Human Rights-Based Approach to Development Cooperation – Towards a Common Understanding Among the United Nations Agencies.\(^6\) According to this statement the UN’s development policies must be guided by the principles of human rights, and the statement identifies and explains six human rights principles to which special weight must be given; namely:

(i) Universality and inalienability;
(ii) Indivisibility;
To operationalise and implement the ideas on human rights-based development, principles iv, v and vi have played important roles in particular. Subsequently, the UN High Commissioner for Human Rights has developed and published ‘Frequently Asked Questions on a Human Rights-Based Approach to Development Cooperation’. This FAQ particularly emphasises that whilst this approach necessarily has a normative basis in human rights, the starting point must be linked with the operational implementation of the rights (that is, the application of the rights in practice). By linking the normative basis to its concrete implementation, the human rights-based approach to development (and in particular the principles of accountability and the rule of law, participation and inclusion, and equality and non-discrimination) has created a methodological framework for the realisation of human rights in a development context.

However, it is not only the UN that has adopted a human rights-based approach to development assistance. Various NGOs, such as Oxfam, Save the Children and Care, as well as international governmental assistance agencies such as SIDA in Sweden, GTZ in Germany and, for a short period, DFID in the UK, followed the same route, often inspired by the UN’s Common Understanding of a human rights-based approach. Also, the European Union (EU) has decided to mainstream human rights into all its external activities.

While there is no unambiguous and generally accepted understanding of how a human rights-based approach to development should be operationalised, there are a number of common characteristics. In particular the following six such characteristics are important:

The first – and arguably most essential – aspect of human rights-based development is the employment of the concept of rights. Rights-based development thinking does not see development efforts as part of a charity- or alms-giving enterprise, but as part of efforts to fulfil rights. Under a rights-based approach, donors support duty-bearer efforts to fulfil their human rights obligations. In other words, development assistance contributes to the realisation of the rights entitlements of the recipients. A rights-based approach also entails supporting the rights-holders in claiming their rights. Where a donor goes from a ‘traditional’ development assistance approach to a human rights-based approach this implies conceptually that the recipients are transformed from passive recipients of alms to active rights-holders. This transformation may be compared to those that the modern European welfare states underwent almost a century ago; for example, the Danish social security system underwent deep reforms in 1933, when social benefits went from being thought of as a form of alms to being thought of as a legal right to which citizens were entitled under certain circumstances.

The second important characteristic of a human rights-based approach to development is that it only makes sense to talk of a ‘right’ if there is a corresponding obligation. In other words, a party who has a right must be able to assert this right against another party who holds a duty mirroring that right. In practice the duty-bearer will almost always be a public authority, that is, the state. A human rights-based approach to development therefore presupposes that it is possible to invoke the right against a sufficiently well-functioning state.
Indeed, even where private persons may appear to be the principal duty-bearers with regard to certain rights – such as the right to a healthy environment – a human rights-based approach still requires that the rights-holder is capable of enforcing this right against the duty-bearer, and in practice this is likely to mean that the rights-holder must have access to public authorities such as courts, police, and political representatives at the local or national levels. In other words, even where businesses (and other private parties) have obligations towards individuals and groups of individuals, it is for the state to ensure that the corresponding rights are enforceable against these private parties. Thus, also in the latter situation, a sufficiently well-functioning state will often be a precondition for a well-functioning human rights-based approach to development.

Third, as a natural consequence of the second characteristic, where a donor applies a human rights-based approach to development, the focus is likely to be less on service delivery and general capacity building. Instead, the focus is likely to be on enabling the duty-bearer – typically a developing country state – to respond to claims from the ultimate recipients of the development assistance and to ensure that minimum core-rights regarding health, education, housing and/or social security are fulfilled. Furthermore, the focus will also be on facilitating rights-holders’ access to services, and to ensuring their participation as free citizens in matters relevant for their livelihood. Thus, the rights-holders (the target groups of governmental efforts, and of development assistance) must be empowered to claim their rights against the duty-bearer (the state). ‘Empowerment’ – which implies that each individual and (in cases of collective rights) group acquires the ability to think and to act freely, to take decisions and to fulfil his or her own potential as a full and equal member of society – hereby becomes a key concept in the field of the human rights-based approach to development. It follows that a key objective of such an approach is to give both individuals and groups political, social and/or economic power so that they are better able to take care of their own (rights-related) interests.

The fourth important aspect of a human rights-based approach to development is that it is based on the premise that discrimination and inequality are among the most important causes of poverty. The overall aim of development assistance for many Western donors has been to combat poverty. Traditionally, development assistance has therefore been particularly targeted at the poorest groups of the population in the world’s poorest countries. However, under a human rights-based approach to development the poverty criterion will typically be complemented by the criteria of marginalisation and vulnerability to discrimination.

The fifth characteristic that must be mentioned concerns two important components when applying a human rights-based approach in the implementation of development; namely activism and advocacy. In the context of a human rights-based approach to development ‘advocacy’ refers to targeted measures in respect of fundamental human rights which influence decision-makers and citizens at local, regional, national and international levels, and which seek to form and guide political, economic, cultural and social processes and decisions with a view to improving the living conditions of relevant groups of the population. The importance of activism and advocacy follows from the fact that the principles of participation and inclusion are central to implementing a human rights-based approach to development. And in order to turn ‘participation’ and ‘inclusion’ into reality it is important to strengthen the capacity for autonomous action. In this way, activism and advocacy become important elements of the human rights-based
approach. In practice, increased activism and/or advocacy from the ground up often leads to the institutionalisation of cooperation in vital matters between vulnerable groups (rights-holders) and the state (duty-bearers). For instance, one of the present authors has seen how Care Denmark’s engagement with forest dwellers in Uganda and with the Ugandan Forest Department authorities in areas where there was a national, Ugandan interest in the protection of the gorillas led to new ways of collaboration between forest people and the department so that real conflicts were avoided.19

A sixth important characteristic of a human rights-based approach to development is that far from all forms of development can be directly cast as secured rights. For example, the fight against corruption may well be linked to rights to information and participation, but the fight against corruption also concerns how society’s institutions function and thus the interaction between different centres of power within a country. It follows that this cannot be directly converted into defined rights.

In summing up the above, while the 2003 definition of a human rights-based approach laid down by the UN bodies in The Human Rights-Based Approach to Development Cooperation – Towards a Common Understanding Among the United Nations Agencies20 is widely quoted, it is rarely fully implemented; not even by the UN bodies themselves. Therefore, the most accurate general definition of a human rights-based approach to development is the one applied in the ‘Frequently Asked Questions on a Human Rights-Based Approach to Development Cooperation’:

A human rights-based approach is a conceptual framework for the process of human development that is normatively based on international human rights standards and operationally directed to promoting and protecting human rights.21

However, while a general definition of a human rights-based approach to development can be agreed upon, it is simultaneously important to emphasise that no common approach exists as to its implementation. In line with this understanding it is possible to identify the six common characteristics of the different human rights-based approaches to development that we have listed above.

3. Implementation of a human rights-based approach in practice

In a human rights-based approach policy, the analysis of the current status of human rights – including how diverse groups of rights-holders are subject to human rights violations – constitutes the primary tool for identification of donor support and for support to civil society actors. How duty-bearers may contribute and engage with rights-holders in redressing situations of violations and insufficient implementation will form part of the human rights-based approach analysis. For instance, bilateral donors may undertake a fairly elaborate analysis before engaging in a new rights-based programme. A human rights-based analysis implies the following three major components:

- The actual status of human rights in the setting where development assistance is to be provided. This includes the specific analytical perspective on rights-holders and duty-bearers in order to localise the actual status of human rights in relation to rights deprivations of rights-holders and the duty-bearers’ commitment to respect, protect and fulfil human rights.
• The identification of specific vulnerable groups who should benefit from the proposed activities.
• A focus on human rights principles: for example, participation, accountability and non-discrimination.22

Ideally, the rights-holders should be involved already at the stage of the analytical work. However, this may not always happen in practice.

The actors involved in designing human rights-based approaches to development are therefore likely to be the same as in traditional development assistance, but the role played by these actors may vary. In theory, a human rights-based approach confers accountability on the duty-bearers (primarily the state and its representatives) and grants a greater role to participating agents of the rights-holders (such as representatives of local communities).

As far as implementation of a human rights-based approach to development is concerned, the rights-holders are expected to be active participants in matters relating to their livelihood; thus advocacy and dialogues over rights with duty-bearers are central elements whereby the rights-holders may ‘claim their rights’.

As will be clear from the above, applying a human rights-based approach to development entails a setup that is rather different from the one we find within the field of classical development assistance. Two examples may illustrate the on-the-ground workings – and implications – of applying a human rights-based approach in a developing country context and may at the same time show how a human rights-based approach to development is applicable to very different situations:

The first example concerns the rights of women. Both in relation to equality and in relation to violence, women’s groups in developing countries have benefitted from the use of a human rights-based approach.

Example 1: Indian women’s struggle against violence, rape and enforced prostitution.

In the Indian state of Uttar Pradesh over half of all women report that they have suffered physical violence from an existing or former partner or husband (a so-called ‘intimate partner’). In response to this, women in the town of Kanpur formed Sakhi Kendra, an organisation that helps with re-housing, legal assistance and medical care for women who have been subject to violence, rape or enforced prostitution. The organisation has initiated training programmes for the police, among others, and it has begun monitoring the state’s legislation and policy on domestic violence and discrimination.23

The establishment of the Sakhi Kendra organisation illustrates the importance of advocacy in cases where wrongs are committed against oppressed or marginalised groups. Even though those who are exposed to assault are often engaged in sex work for reasons of poverty, in the above example the human rights-based aspect is clear, not least from the training of the police. The example also shows that the involvement of external (that is, foreign) parties is not a precondition for the application of a human rights-based approach – on the contrary, a human rights-based approach is equally suitable in circumstances where groups that are otherwise resource-poor gather together to demand their rights.24

As a second example we turn to the governmental Danish assistance agency Danida. In 2012 a human rights-based approach was introduced into Danida’s then new strategy. An
illustrative example of both continuity and change resulting from this mainstreaming of a human rights-based approach into Danish development assistance can be found in Danida’s Governance and Rights Programme in Bangladesh covering the years 2016–2021.

Example 2: Danida’s Thematic Programme on Governance and Rights in Bangladesh 2016–21.

Danida’s Thematic Programme on Governance and Rights in Bangladesh (2016–21) was aligned to the Bangladesh government’s 7th Five Year Plan titled ‘Accelerated Growth and Empowerment of Citizens’. Danida’s thematic programme is based on a theory of change according to which duty-bearers such as central and local government institutions, rights-based NGOs, and watchdogs, including monitoring organisations such as The Bangladesh Human Rights Commission and the local chapter of Transparency International, will promote the rule of law, accountability and rights, in particular for the poor and vulnerable groups. In turn, this promotion is expected to lead to better access to justice, more accountability on the part of governing institutions and better protection of the rights of these groups through, for instance, legal aid. One component of the Danida programme is to combat violence against women. Another is to bring services closer to the people in southern areas of Bangladesh, which are most exposed to the adverse consequences of climate change and at the same time are among the poorest in the country. The latter objective is to be attained by partnership between Danida, the Bangladesh Local Government Division and the UNDP. Prior to the introduction of the 2012 Danida strategy, Danida had also run a governance and rights programme which had been focusing on the effectiveness of central public sector management of resources (that is, a more traditional ‘good governance strategy’). In connection with the new Danida strategy, this component of the thematic programme was changed so as to decentralise governance support to the local level, partly in order to bring development assistance closer to rights-holders and duty-bearers through local service provision. In contrast to the governance-oriented component of the Danida programme, the other component focusing on violence against women already reflected a human rights-based approach which meant that there was no need to adapt this as a consequence of the new strategy. Thus, this component was continued without substantial changes. The support from the Bangladesh government concerned both the goals of the programme and the provision of resources for its implementation.

Thus, Danida’s application of a human rights-based approach as part of its development assistance in Bangladesh implies, on the one hand, a continuation of existing rights-oriented work (violence against women), while, on the other hand, it also displays a more procedural or institutional change (namely decentralisation of service support) as a consequence of the new human rights-based approach that aims to bring rights-based thinking closer to the rights-holders. In order to achieve this human rights-based approach objective, Danida used the new decentralised governance support to place particular emphasis on the participation of the poor and marginalised and on a strengthening of duty-bearer accountability through the strengthening of dialogues between rights-holders and duty-bearers at the local level.25

As our two examples clearly illustrate, a human rights-based approach to development re-arranges the roles of the key players in a development context. This is first of all clear with regard to the resource poor citizen who is transformed from being a (passive) recipient of assistance to being an (active) rights-holder who can put forward demands. Also the developing country authorities are given substantially changed roles; from being parties to the development assistance agreement, to being duty-bearers. However, in the Bangladesh case the human rights-based approach does not represent a revolution when compared
with Danida’s previous support for human rights and governance to Bangladesh. What is new is the emphasis on integrating rights-work in the cooperation with duty-bearers on a broader front than for instance violence against women. Also new in the Bangladesh case is the impetus to decentralise governance efforts more in order to make it easier for Danida to further its human rights-based approach. However, the effort to integrate a rights dimension into the duty-bearer’s implementation of the development assistance agreement (such as the introduction of grievance complaints mechanisms for service provision) is done in a cautious manner. The donors’ political relationship with partner governments in the global south is sensitive. Thus, donors like Danida are catalysts of stronger rights commitment, but they are also careful not to disrupt good working relations with their partners. In other words, since external partners like Danida will often address institutional issues in their rights implementation work and since they will be weary of not disrupting their relations with the authorities (in the developing country), the external partners will first of all be ‘nudging catalysts of rights’, especially of rights reinforcement among the most vulnerable groups.

In particular, the Bangladesh example illustrates the importance of the institutional aspects of a human rights-based approach to development. In this context it is useful to turn towards the research carried out by Cousins and Hall with regard to South African land reform in both communal and commercial farming areas. The two authors have shown how these reforms were impeded by institutional inertia rooted in the objective of appeasing commercial landowners as well as traditional black leaders. However, the consequence of this has been a hampering of the endeavours to improve the rights of marginalised South African population groups. Thus, until now the absence of an institutional architecture integrated in South African land legislation has led to a disconnect between the realm of rights and the local realities inhabited by the rights-holders. In other contexts in South Africa (urban water, electricity, and sanitation), political contestation holds potential, as observed by Dugard, in tilting power balances in favour of otherwise weak communities, although outcomes are still unsettled.

4. Pros and cons of a human rights-based approach to development – an assessment

The advocates of a human rights-based approach to development often point to five areas where the approach gives particularly good results.

First and foremost the human rights-based approach is particularly suitable for ensuring that the weakest citizens have access to essential services such as health care, water, sanitation and education. Here it is the human rights anti-discrimination perspective that dominates. For example, it has been shown that migrants are often placed in very weak positions with regard to such services and that the obligation on states to eliminate discrimination against migrants is a key to ensure access thereto.

Second, the human rights-based approach is suitable for strengthening the concept of citizenship. This is particularly important for marginalised groups, whether poor farmers in Cameroon, women in Uttar Pradesh in India, or ‘outcasts’ in Bangladesh. As pointed out by Duni et al. in relation to Cameroon, providing knowledge of what poor people are entitled to and demanding the strengthening of the channels by which they can assert these rights often play key roles.
Third, the human rights-based approach means that there is a natural focus on the use of legal mechanisms in development assistance and development policy in general.31 Advocates of the use of a human rights-based approach point out that such an approach ensures that individuals or groups are given legal means to help improve their conditions. The human rights-based approach more generally makes those people in developing countries, who are the ones who are the worst off, aware that they have rights that can be enforced. This may lead to a spillover (or perhaps rather a magnifying) effect, extending beyond the areas at which the human rights-based development assistance is targeted.

Fourth, research indicates that developing countries that are in transition from dictatorships to democracies are likely to comply with international obligations not to commit gross breaches of human rights (such as torture and other cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment or punishment) and that this compliance with international human rights does not appear to be due to ‘rewards’ provided by other states – for example in the form of development aid. Rather, a possible explanation seems to be that these states concede to (domestic and international) rights proponents.32

Fifth, and finally, more widespread campaigns for a human rights-based approach can contribute to promoting legislation that benefits the poor or groups that are discriminated against.33 A human rights-based approach enables development agents like bilateral donors, NGOs, or (more rarely) governments of the recipient state, to enter the political domain on a basis that is normative,34 legal35 and political in a broad sense of these three notions. However, as indicated in our example relating to Bangladesh, donors may be sensitive to the readiness for change of governments of the recipient state.36 Thus, not only change but also continuity is a characteristic of the human rights-based approach in development.

Turning now to the limitations of a human rights-based approach to development, it may be recalled from our outline of the most common characteristics of such approach37 that the focus is likely to be less on service delivery and general capacity building and more on enabling the duty-bearer (normally public authorities in a developing country) to respond to claims from the ultimate recipients of the development assistance and to ensure that minimum core rights regarding health, education, housing and/or social security are fulfilled. In other words, a human rights-based approach is not suitable for all types of development and it is not suitable for all types of recipient communities. We therefore take the view that the application of a human rights-based approach must be strategic whereas the approach is not suitable for mainstreaming in all aid interventions. This view also finds support in the examples provided above. It is predictable that mainstreaming strategies will lead to disappointment. With respect to, for example, rural areas, a human rights-based approach is argued by some scholars to be less effective because literacy is lower than average, and the state is less present.38 While the uptake of a human rights-based approach may vary from one context to the next, it seems that donor practices in energy or in agricultural sector assistance apply this approach more rarely than in governance and rule of law support.39 These distinctions may reflect different traditions, but they may also be a reflection of the fact that rights reinforcement may not be the strongest rational priority in addressing all sectorial problems and priorities. Moreover, as we have seen above, when implementing a human rights-based approach, the actors are faced with dilemmas where they have to make trade-offs between the
enforcement of rights, on the one hand, and the retaining of a satisfactory relationship with the public authorities (against whom the rights are typically enforced), on the other.\footnote{This is likely to mean that we will often find that only a ‘light version’ of the human rights-based approach is applied.} Adopting a human rights-based approach also has other consequences that must be taken into due consideration. Thus, on the basis of the analyses in the work Human rights-based Approaches to Development – Exploring the Potential and Pitfalls the two editors, Hickey and Mitlin, point out in their concluding observations that a human rights-based approach to development tends to make development debates and action more political, but also that this approach strengthens law and legal arguments in development action.\footnote{Moreover, Hickey and Mitlin simultaneously argue that in some cases a human rights-based approach can lead to:}

- The provision of ideological and legal resources, which local groups can use to combat exclusion and discrimination

But on the other hand, equally to

- Promote inequalities and conflicts between different groups in society, and possibly even leading to the favouring of some groups in preference to others;
- Promote non-sustainable use of natural resources, where one group obtains control over natural resources at the expense of one or more other groups;
- Promote inappropriate governance, because the grant of rights can also be used to secure (increased) power to certain groups at the expense of other (less politically strong) groups.

Further to these critical observations it should be remembered that a more accurate analysis has yet to be made providing evidence that, overall, human rights-based development assistance has a more positive effect in combatting poverty than a ‘needs-based’ development approach has. As is apparent from our examination above, the information available so far tends towards the anecdotal, and is often based on qualitative data, similar to those examples we have provided. Moreover, it is worth noting that, for example, Hickey and Mitlin have argued that a human rights-based approach does not seem suitable for helping donors or others undertaking more detailed planning, such as establishing specific priorities.\footnote{5. Lessons learnt and perspectives for the future}

As can be seen from the above, a human rights-based approach to development is not just a matter of old wine in new bottles. On the contrary, a human rights-based approach means that the very starting point for setting up development programmes and assistance becomes different, among other things because of the clear use of legal mechanisms, because of the connection to the normative foundation with regard to the duty-bearers’ responsibilities, and because of the perspectives of non-discrimination and of universality,
for example universal access to health care. However, the integration of the human rights principles as key ‘soft’ elements in the promotion of the rights-based approach in development also means that what on the face of it may appear as major differences between the ‘rights-based approach’ and the ‘development approach’ based on human development are not so big in practice. For example, in the UN’s earlier work to promote human development there was clearly great emphasis on the engagement of the recipients of assistance in the development of the projects, as well as a clear emphasis on equality and fairness.

In contrast to what the Nobel prize-winner Amartya Sen has otherwise suggested, Hickey and Mitlin state that the human rights-based approach can primarily be connected with a broader approach to social justice rather than to freedom. And they are clearly right to say that the fight for social justice is what motivates many individuals and groups in developing countries to stand up for their rights.

An important lesson from the efforts made so far to realise a human rights-based approach to development is that in implementing development measures it is important to be aware that general political motivation plays an important role. This motivation stimulates individuals and groups, whether farmers, slum dwellers or indigenous peoples. Accordingly, a human rights-based approach to development gives highly relevant experience in how legal instruments can be used in relation to poverty and marginalisation. Such experience is relevant in the poorest countries as well as in middle-income countries. This last is important, not least because today the great majority of the world’s poor people live in middle-income countries, and because inequalities of income and of opportunity are often greater in middle-income countries than in the least developed countries. The human rights-based approach to development is highly relevant in middle-income countries, but in these countries the approach is often promoted by domestic organisations and agents rather than by foreign donors – as illustrated in our example given above relating to India.

The human rights-based approach is also highly relevant for poor and marginalised groups by its use of advocacy, social mobilisation and the possibility of using legal arguments. In addition, the human rights-based approach can reach out to other vulnerable groups who are not necessarily suffering in a classic economic sense, such as sexual minorities that are exposed to assault. However, a lesson and a reminder of how the approach can be used is that the human rights-based approach presupposes that rights-holders can enforce their rights against duty-bearers, which will normally be the (developing country) state. In countries or territories where the state is weak or almost non-existent, it may not make much sense to try to enforce a right against the state. Still, even in countries with weak governments, the human rights-based approach may have local significance. For example, donors in Somalia often attach great importance to mobilising local groups and organisations since the central government is not always the best partner. An important and obvious challenge with regard to a right-based approach in such (failed) states is that even at the local level it can be difficult to identify one single duty-bearer; this duty-bearer may be traditional or religious authorities or it may be the village elders who are dominating at the village level, possibly in combination with one or more other authorities.

As will have become clear from our examination of the human rights-based approach to development, this approach gives new and valuable possibilities for providing development assistance to vulnerable groups in the world. Donors as well as local and
international NGOs have been stimulated by this approach as we have seen above. Indeed, in several contexts human rights-based terminology has even entered the language of larger business undertakings.\textsuperscript{48} In the development context, the experience so far indicates that the implementation of a human rights-based approach depends on other methods than those derived from an understanding of law. Contextual analysis, insights about institutional constraints and sensitivities are all important dimensions that must also be taken into account. Sensitivities may direct actors to nudging forms of advocacy rather than strongly formulated demands. The latter is especially relevant when international donors or international NGOs are involved. Across different types of actors involved in human right-based efforts, knowledge about the vulnerable groups that are being targeted seems to be very important. Generally, these contextual factors and their inherent sensitivities, institutions and path-dependent patterns are crucial in determining the success of human rights-based efforts. However, they also make the quest for mainstreaming a human rights-based approach in all areas of development work a challenging one. Thus, as has also been pointed out above, it is important to be aware that a \textit{strategic and targeted} approach (adapted according to the sector, the rights-holders and the duty-bearers) should be pursued as distinct from an approach based on \textit{mainstreaming} human rights in all aid interventions.

Notes


2. In contrast, the principle of accountability is sometimes not explicitly addressed.


8. See note 6.


24. In principle, the lessons that we may draw from this example do not only apply to developing countries. Indeed, in section 5 we point out that the human rights-based approach should not be seen as exclusively applying to developing countries. The approach may also be applicable in a non-developing country context.


34. Human rights are by definition normative/value-based.
35. In order for ‘the use of rights’ to be able to work, it is necessary that there is respect for legislation and the rule of law.

36. In this respect it must be observed that most aid recipients are signatories to the majority of key international and regional human rights instruments and are thus legally obligated to abide by their precepts as duty-bearers.

37. See section 2.


39. See section 2.

40. In section 5 we argue that this dilemma may direct actors to nudging forms of advocacy rather than strongly formulated demands. Thus, rather than pursuing a ‘tough on rights’ approach, we would often expect the actors to pursue a ‘soft nudging’ approach.

41. Hickey and Mitlin, 2009, concluding chapter with the same title as the book: Hickey and Mitlin, *Rights-Based Approaches to Development*, Ch. 12, at 225.

42. Ibid., 225. On the favouring of some groups over others, chapters in the book edited by Hickey and Mitlin refer to the neglect of women’s rights in some cases and also to growing tensions between cattle-based communities and agricultural ones. See chapters by Duni et al. (‘Exploring a Political Approach to Rights-Based Development in North West Cameroon’) and Leonith Hinojosa-Valencia (’Property Rights and Rights-Based Sustainable Livelihoods’), on how a rights-based approach may also engender tensions between various groups of rights-holders.

43. Amartya Sen, ‘Human Rights and Development’, in *Development as a Human Right – Legal, Political and Economic Dimensions*, ed. Bård A. Andreassen and Stephen P. Marks, 2nd ed. (Antwerp/Oxford/Portland: Intersentia, 2010), 11, In contrast to the view put forward by Amartya Sen in *Development as Freedom* (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1999), Hickey and Mitlin, *Rights-Based Approaches to Development*, 227, argue that rights can be most progressively related to justice struggles rather than to struggles for freedom. However, according to Sen in *Human Rights and Development*, it is quite clear that, while Sen is generally framing his discussion in terms of freedoms, he is well aware that the struggles for justice constitute a key dimension of rights work.


46. Indeed, we would argue that the human rights-based approach is also relevant in high-income countries with particular regard to marginalised groups such as sexual and ethnic minorities. Not least in light of the all-encompassing approach the UN member states have taken as part of the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) (as compared to the Millennium Development Goals (MDGs)), this broader approach to the human rights-based approach would seem to be well in line with more recent developments.

48. Arguably, this is most clearly reflected in the UN’s 1999 Global Compact, a voluntary initiative based on CEO commitments to implement universal sustainability principles and to take steps to support the goals of the UN. See also the UN Guiding Principles on Business and Human Rights developed by the Special Representative of the Secretary-General on the issue of human rights and transnational corporations and other business enterprises and endorsed by the Human Rights Council in its resolution 17/4 of 16 June 2011.
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